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IDENTITY
Ngu Ntombovuyo wakwa Linda lo, uzolwa
ngu Dlalmini noMamCirha. ooDuma Kude,

Langa, Bhengu, Zizi Jama kaSjadu, Fakade.
ooNcibane, Mhlant' enDlovu, Nojaholo,
Ntswentswe, Nyembezana, Qhanqolo.

NdingumNguni, (southern Nguni) oliMfengu.

I come from a working class family with a
long history in the involvement of the

political liberation of black people in South
Africa. I am a daughter, mother, companion,

comrade and friend. 

SOCIAL
LOCATION

As a young black woman
living in South Africa I find

my life constantly
entangled in a particular

set of racialized and
gendered political,
cultural, social and

economic inferences. 

WORK
EXPERIENCE

 I have more than more than five years of experience
working in academic institutions and civil society

organizations (CSOs). I have coordinated, managed,
led and contributed to various research studies,

public policy strategies as well as community
engagement and development projects at different

levels, from local to national scales.
 

Through my work, I intend to create a convening
place for current and future leaders to come together

and have forward-looking discussions on matters
relevant to Africa and, particularly, to young people. I
hope to help address the most crucial challenges to

Africa ’s development in the 21st Century; gain critical
insight into the ideas of others by obtaining a

multiplicity of perspectives and engage these at
different levels; and develop and implement

strategies relating to strengthening inspiration for
social impact through civic innovation and community

development.

CREATIVE DESIGN

GENDER EQUALITY
CONSCIOUS PARENTING

COMPASSIONATE LEADERSHIP

DECOLONIAL PROJECT
YOGA

COMMUNITY
ASTROLOGY

NTOMBOVUYO LINDA:
LIVING POSTER
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SOCIAL JUSTICE
 
 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND
INNOVATION

VALUES

    
Ntombovuyo Linda (NMU Bird Street Campus) 
<ntombovuyo.linda@mandela.ac.za>

    
 

 

  
   

 
  
 

  

Ntombovuyo 
talking to her 
living-poster 
during research 
group meeting

Access homepage of living- 
posters from
https://actionresearch.net/

https://youtu.be/PRK41t-qV2A
https://actionresearch.net/

